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JEF Europe twinning programme 
Because we’re worth it! 

 

 

What the programme is about 

 

The JEF Europe twinning programme belongs to a broader undergoing effort to bring Europe to the 

grassroots members of JEF. The strength of our organisation is our dynamism and European 

network. Let us make this added value of JEF a concrete reality for as many members as we can, 

regardless of their level of involvement within our vertical structure (local, national, European). 

It will consist in bringing together local sections of JEF in privileged partnerships, meant to last and 

aimed at building a better knowledge of one another. It will be possible to include various activities, 

according to the sections’ sensibility, interests and capacity. 

The value of this programme will be to function smoothly, be known, accessible and adaptable. This 

will require efforts from various levels of JEF to set it up, in order to make it a minimum burden in 

future, and a valuable asset for the organisation. 

 

Why we need this programme 

 

An overwhelming majority of national sections expressed concerned regarding several areas of JEF 

work that contributed to drafting this programme as being part of our answer to their needs. 

- Lack of cohesion within JEF 

According to the SWOT analysis, the level of internal cohesion of JEF is not as it could be. Sections do 

not always know each other, making the communication sometimes difficult – at least, more than it 

should be.  
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This programme will strengthen our internal network by getting acquainted sections that would not 

otherwise have had the occasion to meet and get to know each other. One of the aspect of this 

programme is to target sections that are not located in a cross border area, and are not necessarily 

naturally pushed towards this kind of programmes. 

- Lack of knowledge and understanding of the European aspect of JEF at the local level 

It is frustrating to know that a certain number of local sections do not understand, or sometimes 

even know that they belong to a broader European network. This is an obstacle to their creativity 

and dynamism, which can be lifted thanks to this programme. 

As the communication around the twinning programme will be made in coordination with the 

national sections, local sections will develop another level of awareness of their European 

empowerment. They will have to possibility to live Europe, while they already work on understanding 

and explaining it. That extra layer of understanding will make our organisation ever more European. 

- Difficulty to attract members 

Sections share a common difficulty in attracting members, and in particular when defending JEF 

added value in comparison with other organisations. 

This programme will attract people who will be willing to size this occasion to broaden their mind 

and perspective. It will be a tool to enhance the visibility of JEF internal network, which is one of our 

greatest asset. Sections that will be involved in a twinning will have one extra and powerful item to 

play with when convincing people to join. 

- Difficulty to get members actively involved in JEF 

There are a whole range of reasons for people not to get actively involved in their section. We hope 

this programme will address at least some of them. 

This programme is ambitious, but thanks to its flexibility it is not frightening. Members can come up 

with ideas that are easy to implement and will not require too much skills or experience. Because the 

twinning is meant to last, it will take throughout the year various forms (exchange, skype calls, 

facebook groups, buddy programme, sharing of best practices…) and will allow a huge margin of 

manoeuvral for its members. Coupled with adequate guidelines, we hope this will encourage 

members to jump in and gain self-confidence. 
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How we will make it work 

 

 

The programme will require the creation of a procedure for local sections to join in and find their 

partner. One solution could be to set up a google form they would fill in, and to have a team 

matching the candidates who have declared themselves to be interested. 

The Task force small and new sections would work on the form, and would also be in charge of 

matching candidates according to their wish (e.g. be twinned with a developed or a new section) and 

some practical requirements (where two cities are twinned together, the twinning of the sections will 

be easier). 

The national sections will have to help in reaching the local sections and get them actively involved 

in this programme. Hopefully, this will have to be done once quite extensively, to explain what this is 

all about, and will thereafter become a simple item of, for instance, their newsletter. The task force 

will provide sections with promotion materials of the programme quite similar to this one to assist 

them in this task. 

 

  

Let us bring Europe 

to the grassroots! 


